PRESIDENTS DAY OPEN
(2x100)

Stockton Trap and Skeet Club
Saturday, February 19, 2022
Rotation 1
Rotation 2

12 Gauge
9:00am
10:30am

28 Gauge
1:00pm
2:30pm

(Note that 20ga and .410 will be shot at the Andy Laird Open on March 19th)

Entry Fee: $65.00 per 100 (including all fees) Concurrent events will be for
honors only (one group) Optional Class Purse - $10.00 per event
SHOOTER CLASSIFICATION
NSSA rules will be followed. It is the SHOOTERS sole responsibility to ensure that their
classifications are accurate during registration. Each shooter will receive a printout of their
classes and events entered when registration is completed. Changes or errors MUST be
brought to the attention of the shoot management at the time of registration. Any improperly
classed shooter forfeits all awards and money winnings for that event(s). HOA/HAA
classification cannot be lower than the shooters lowest gun classification.
SHOOT-OFF POLICY
All shoot-offs will be doubles at stations 3, 4, & 5, miss and out by station. Shoot-offs will be
announced with a five-minute call. Any shooter missing his or her shoot-off is considered a
“No-Show” and forfeits any winnings. Concurrents will be based on longest run.
REGISTER NOW ON MYSKEET.COM
Contact Info: Brad Erickson, 408-640-5157, bradebwc@gmail.com
***Shoot management reserves the right to change the program at any time.***

PURSE DIVISIONS
Gun Champion will receive $10 over 1st place of highest class. 2nd and 3rd will stay in class.
CLASSES
$10 back to Class
Class money in each gun will be divided as follows:
Places
Entries
Percentage
1
1-5
100
2
6-10
60-40
3
11 PLUS
50-30-20
HOA
HOA paid for First Place only and will receive $10 over Gun Champ.
CONCURRENTS
Concurrents will Only be shot off as part of a gun Championship, otherwise they will be placed
based on longest runs.
$4.00 Puller tip per gauge will be added.

